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IDEMPOTENT MEASURES ON LOCALLY
COMPACT SEMIGROUPS

A. MUKHERJEA AND N. A. TSERPES

Abstract. A conjecture that the support of an /■"'-invariant

regular finite measure on a locally compact semigroup is a left

group is proven. Moreover we also prove that the support of an

idempotent measure on a locally compact semigroup is completely

simple, thus extending a well-known result of Pym and Heble-

Rosenblatt on compact semigroups to the locally compact case.

These results are also shown to be true in a complete metric semi-

group.

1. Introduction. Throughout S will be a locally compact Hausdorff

topological semigroup and p a regular (Borel) probability measure on

the Borel <r-algebra 03 (generated by the open sets) of 5. The support

of p will be denoted by F={x; p(V)>0 for every open F£x}.

If p, v are any two regular probability measures, the convolution p*v

is defined as the regular probability measure on 5 generated by the

linear functional on C(S) ( = the space of all continuous real functions

on 5 with compact support) defined by

LiJ) = J[ f fixy)pidx)]vidy) ([3, p. 177] and [ll, p. 19]).

The measure p is said to be indempotent if p*p=p. It can be shown

that for BE® [3, p. 180],

',(*> = /
PÍBxrx)v(dx)

=   I  p(dx)vix~1B),    where    Bx~l = {s; sxE B}.

(Similarly one defines x~*B.) p is said to be r*-invariant, whenever

for every 73£(B and xES, piB) =piBx~1). If p is idempotent, 7 is a

(closed) semigroup such that cl(77)=7 (see [5] and [4]). For

aEF, we denote by jua=ju(-a-1) the measure paiB)=piBa~l), BE<$>-

(Similarly for ap(B) =p(a~lB).) pa is also a regular probability measure

([3, p. 179], [4]) and has support cl(7a). The function of x, p(Bx~1),
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for fixed BE<$>, is (Borel) measurable. In fact, for fixed open FC S,

Va={sES; Li(Vs~1)>a} is open so that the function p(Vx~l) is

lower semicontinuous [3, p. 179]. A semigroup 5 is called completely

simple if S is simple and contains a primitive idempotent [2, p. 46].

5 is called a left group if S is left simple (Sx = 5 for all xES) and con-

tains an idempotent [l].

It has been conjectured [l] that if ju is r*-invariant, then J1 is a

left group. From [l ] it follows that if one could prove this conjecture,

then a complete characterization of r*-invariant measures will be

obtained. In this paper we give a proof of this conjecture. Also we

prove that if ¡x is idempotent, then F is completely simple. This was

proved for compact 5 in [3] and [5] and under various compactness

conditions in [4] and [6] and conjectured in [6]. As in the compact

case, the result that F is completely simple enables us to formulate a

complete characterization of idempotent measures on locally com-

pact semigroups as products of a Haar measure and two regular Borel

measures (see Theorem 3.1).

2. Lemma 2.1. If ¡j, is r*-invariant, then for every aEF, aF is left

cancellative. *

Proof. For every xG F, cl(Jx) = F since ¡j, is r*-invariant [l]. Let

(ab)(ac) = (ab)(ad). Then (since cl(Fab) = F), s(ac)=s(ad) for all

sEF. Again, since aEcl(Fa), ac = ad. (For if Sßa is a net converging

to a, then Sßac = Sßad and hence ac=ad.)

The measure ß is called Z*-invariant if ¡x(x~lB) =¡x(B) for every

Borel BES and every xEF.

Lemma 2.2. If p is l*-invariant, then Fa is right cancellative for every

aEF.

Proof. As in Lemma 2.1, we note that cl(xF) = F for every xEF.

Then from (cd) (ba) — (da) (ba) if follows (as in Lemma 2.1) that

ca=da.

Lemma 2.3. If p is both r*-invariant and l*-invariant, then F is a

compact group.

Proof. We first note that for every a G F, aFC\Fa is bicancellative

by Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2. Now let K be any compact set (CJ) such

that iu(i)>.99. We observe that aKaEaFC\Fa and

u(aKa) = ß(a~1(aKa)a-1) = ß(K) ^ .99.

We consider the product space (aKaXaKa, pXu). We extend uXp

to a unique regular measure m2 on the Borel subsets of aKaXaKa.
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(See H. Royden, Real analysis, Macmillan, New York, 1963, p. 314.)

Following Gelbaum and Kalisch iMeasures in semigroups, Cañad. J.

Math. 4 (1952), 396-406) we define the mappings 0 and it on SXS
by 0(x, y) = (x, yx) and tt(x, y) = (y, x). Then 7r is measure preserving

on the product a-field of aKaXaKa. Since 6 is continuous,

OiaKaXaKa) is compact and hence W2-measurable. Let U he open

in the relative topology of aKaXaKa such that OiaKaXaKa)

C\aKaXaKa=DEU and m2iU) <m2(D)+.0l. Then there is a

compact Gj-set 77 such that DEHE U. Since 77, being a compact G¡,

is juXM-measurable, we have

m2(D) = w2(77) - .01 = p X p(H) - .01 = f    p(Hx)p(dx) - .01
" aKa

> .95 X .99 - .01 = .8,

since p(aKax) ^p(aKa) =.99 and since piHx) l^p(Dx) = p(aKaxf\aKa)

>.95. (DI = the section of D by x; [d(aKaXaKa)]x = aKax.) It fol-

lows that Tt(D)C\D9i0. Hence there are x, y, u, v in aKa such that

(x, yx) — (vu, u) so that x = vu, yx = u and (vy)(vy)x= (vy)x; by can-

cellation in aKa, there is an idempotent e (=vy) in aFC\Fa. Since Fe is

closed and FeEFa, Fa = c\(Fe) = F and by dual arguments (using l*-

invariance), aF= F for all aEF, so that 7 is a group. Since F is now a

locally compact semigroup which is algebraically a group, by [2, p.

36], 7 is a topological group and is compact since p is a finite Haar

measure on F. (Note that Fe, eF and eFe are all closed in F whenever

e is an idempotent in F. For, if x£cl(7e), then there is a net {/se} in

Fe converging to x so that x=xeEFe since 7 is a topological semi-

group andfße=fß(ee) converges to xe and F is Hausdorff [2, p. 60].)

Remark. Since for Lemma 2.3, we only need that p(Cx) ^p(C)

and p(xC) = m(0) for every compact C and xES, this lemma proves

the main result in [8] by a new proof independent of the method used

in [8]. The main result of [8] is essentially Lemma 2.3. The proof

presented above has the advantage of being applicable in the infinite

case (demonstrated in a forthcoming paper of the authors in Semi-

group Forum) and also applicable when 5 is a complete metric semi-

group.

3. The importance of the conjecture that F is completely simple is

shown by the following theorem (first given in [6]).

Theorem 3.1. Let p be idempotent and suppose that its support F is

a iclosed) completely simple semigroup. Then :
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(i) For any eEE(F)=the set of all idempotents of F, X=E(Fe) and

Y=E(eF) are (closed) left-zero and right-zero semigroups in F respec-

tively; G=eFe is a closed subgroup and YXEG; the product space

XXGXY (product topology) is a locally compact semigroup and is

isomorphic (both algebraically and topologically) to F. Multiplication

on XXGXY is defined by (xu gu yi)(x2, g2, y2) = (xi, gi(yix2)g2, y2).

(ii) The measure p decomposes on XXGXY as a product measure

P=Px XpgXpy, where px, py are Borel probability measures on X and

Y resp. and po is the normed Haar measure on G which turns out be a

compact group. Conversely any such product measure on F is idempotent

on S.

Proof, (i) The representation F = XXGXY is always valid for any

locally compact (Hausdorff) completely simple topological semigroup

F by [2, pp. 49, 61, 62], [lO] and [6]. (ii) The desired factorization

of p follows as in [3, p. 183] since the proof given there also applies to

the locally compact case. G becomes compact since pG is a finite

Haar measure on G. The converse case can be verified easily (see

[7, p. 150]).

Theorem 3.2. If pis idempotent on S, then Fis completely simple.

Proof. We show first that for every aEF, p„ is r*-invariant on its

support cl(Ja). (The bars in the head below denote closure.)

To this end, we wish to show that /i(Fa-1x-1) =p(Va~l) for every

a and x in F and every open VEF. If Va~x = 0, then the equality is

obvious. So let us assume that for a G J, p(Va~*) =a>0. For 0<e<a,

let Va= {x; p(Vx~1)>a — e}. Then Va is nonempty and open since

p(Vx_1) is a lower semicontinuous function of x. By [3, p. 183], there

exists a set E of zero jus-measure for every s in J such that p( Vas-1) = 1

for every sE Va—E. It follows that the support of ju, is contained in

Va, i.e., cl(Js)CFa, for every s in Va—E. Therefore FVaEVa, since

Va—E is dense1 in Fa. Now let K be compact such that KE V and

p(Ka~l) ¿zct—e. By local compactness we can find an open set IF such

that W is compact and KEWEWE V. Then if

Wtt =  (x;m(PFx-1) > a - 2e},

then Wa7£0 and as above, FWaEWa. Since the function p(Wx~l) is

upper semicontinuous,

F» C {*; pCWst1) ̂ -2e|C {x; m(Fx-1) la-2«),

1 If fis open containing xGF«, then UC\ Va is a nonempty open set (hence having

positive M-measure) which intersects F—E, E being of ¿i-measure zero [u(£)

-fp.Wß(ßs)l
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the set {x; p(Wx_1) =a — 2e} being closed; since aE Wa it follows that

for every yEF, yaEWa and p(Va~1y~1) =a — 2e. Therefore for every

yEF, p(Va~ly~l) ^p(Va~l), so that by idempotence of p,

pÇVa-iy'1) = p(Vorl)       for almost all yEF.

By lower semicontinuity of p(Vx~l), p(Va~ly~l) = p(Va~l) for all

yEF. Therefore p(Va~ly~l) =p(Va~1) for every a, yEF and every

open V. If K is compact,

¿.(TTa-1?-1) = 1 - ^(K'a-^y-1) = 1 - p(K°arl) = p(Karl).

Next let 5 be any Borel set and e > 0. Let K he compact and U he open

such that KEBE U and pa(U-K) <e. Then

p(Barl) = p(Korl) + e = p(Korly-1) + e = p(Ba~ly-1) + e

= j^t/a^y-1) + e = m(^_1) + « = /^fl-1) + 2«.

Therefore p(Ba~1y~1) =p(Ba~x) for every a, yG 7 and every Borel 5.

Consider for any aEF, the measure pa on cl(7a). We wish to show

that pa is r*-invariant on cl(7a). For any zEF,

pa(B(za)~1) = p(Ba-lz-la-i) = p(Bor1(az)-1) = pa(B);

also if z£cl(7a), and zaa is a net converging to z, then for compact K,

Pa(Kz~l) = lim sup paiKM-1] = pa(K).

On the other hand, given e>0, if Z7 is open, UDK and pa(U—K) <«,

then

Pa(Kz~i) = ^(r/jf-i) = iim inf Mo(E/(Zaa)-i) = „„([/) = Ua(K) + 6.

(Note that pa(Ux~l) is a lower semicontinuous function of x.) Hence

pa is r*-invariant for every compact set KEc\(Fa). Next let B he any

Borel set in cl(7a); let x£cl(7a); since pax=pa(-x~1) is also regular,

we can find compact sets Ki, K2 contained in B such that

Pa(Bx~l)  = PatfiX-1) + 6 = p„(Ki) + e g pa(B) + €

and

Pa(B) = pa(K2) + e = Pa(K2x~l) + e = ^(ßx"1) 4- e.

This proves that pa is r*-invariant on C7=cl(7a). Since [3, p. 179]

p(B) =/p(Bx~1)p(dx) =/p(x-*B)pidx) by dual arguments as above,

it follows that ap=p(a~1B) is i*-invariant (i.e. ap(x~1B) =ap(B)) on its

support H=c\(aF). We consider next the measure m(B)^p(a~1Ba~1)

= aPa(B) on its support cl (a Fa) =¡Q. This measure is regular and both
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/"■-invariant and r*-invariant. Therefore it follows from Lemma 2.3

that the support Q of m is a compact group. Since G is the support of

an r*-invariant measure, cl(Gy) = G for all y EG [l ]. Now Gy as a left

ideal of G and Q as a right ideal of G intersect each other and hence

QE Gy and e ( = the identity of Q) is in Gy. It follows that GeEGy
and since Ge is closed, Gy = G for all y and G is a left group and hence

G = cl(Fa) = Fa is a minimal left ideal of J. Similarly, H = cl(aF) =aF

is a right group and minimal right ideal. [The claims that QEGy and

eEGy follow since QEG, QC\Gy is a nonempty left ideal of Q and

therefore QC\Gy = Q, Q being a group. Note that QC\GyD(Q-G)y.

Also cl(Fa) = cl(Fa)-faEFa ii fEF, aEF, since G is a left group.]
Now if K denotes the completely simple kernel of F, then K^)FF

since Fa is a minimal left ideal of F for each a in F. Hence the kernel

K is dense because cl(FF) = F, p being an idempotent measure. By

[2, p. 61 ], K is closed since the mapping n(x, g, y) =xgy is continuous

in our case. Hence K = F.

Theorem 3.3. Let p be an r*-invariant probability measure on S.

Then the support F of pis a left group.

Proof. Since r*-invariance implies idempotence for p, by Theorem

3.2, F is completely simple and therefore cI(Jx) =Fx = F for every

xG F. [Note that Fx contains an idempotent e for every x in F and

so F=cl(Fe) = FeEFxEF.] Hence J is a left group.

We note that this theorem answers the conjecture in [l] in the

affirmative for finite measures. The problem for infinite measures

seems to be still open.

4. In this section we make the following remarks which will estab-

lish the validity of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 and Lemma 2.3 when 5 is a

complete metric semigroup.

Remark 1. If p is a regular Borel probability measure on 5, 5 being

a completely regular Hausdorff semigroup, the function p(i?x-1), for

fixed B in (B, is Borel measurable. For, consider Q = {BE<$>; pŒx'1) is

measurable}. Then Q contains all open sets Usince p(Ux~x) is lower

semicontinuous by [3, p. 179] and Q is a monotone class. Since the

open sets may not form an algebra, we consider the class of all sets

of form Uf~\C (where U is open and C is closed) and their finite dis-

joint unions. This class is an algebra and is contained in Q, since

p(Ur\C)x~l=p(Ux~1)—p(Ur\Cc)x~1. Hence Q is a <r-algebra con-

taining all the Borel sets.

Remark 2. If a regular probability measure p is idempotent on a

metric semigroup S, that is, p(B) = f p(Bx~l)p(dx) for every BE<$>,
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then F, the support of p, is a closed separable metric semigroup since

it contains a tr-compact set of measure 1, p being regular. Then con-

sidering the product «r-algebra on FXF, we see that for every Borel

setB, the set W = {(x,y);xyEB,xEF,yEF} is product-measurable

since it is so whenever B is an open set. Hence, by Fubini's theorem,

p(B) =  f p(Bx~^)p(dx) =   J     f IB(yx)p(dy)p(dx)

=   f    f IB(yx)p(dx)p(dy) =  fp(rlB)p(dy),

7b = the characteristic function of B.

Remark 3. If p is as in Remark 2, then the proof of Theorem 3.2

shows that there exists a completely simple kernel K in F, which is

dense in F. In [2, p. 62], local compactness is used to show that K is

closed, where, however, the fact that eFe=eKe is a topological group

(continuous inversion in eFe) is needed and is sufficient for K to be

closed. But when S is a complete metric semigroup, we note that eFe

(where e is an idempotent in K) is a closed (hence complete) metric

(separable) semigroup which is algebraically a group and hence a

topological group. [See T. Husain, Introduction to topological groups,

Saunders, Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, p. 38.]

Remark 4. In the proof of Theorem 3.2 local compactness was used

to find a set W such that KEWEWE V with W compact. Actually

we only need W to be closed and such a set can be found by normality

in a metric semigroup.
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